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AbstrAct
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has 

received tremendous attention for the design of 
radio access techniques for fifth generation (5G) 
wireless networks and beyond. The basic concept 
behind NOMA is to serve more than one user in 
the same resource block, for example, a time slot, 
subcarrier, spreading code, or space. With this, 
NOMA promotes massive connectivity, lowers 
latency, improves user fairness and spectral efficien-
cy, and increases reliability compared to orthog-
onal multiple access (OMA) techniques. While 
NOMA has gained significant attention from the 
communications community, it has also been sub-
ject to several widespread misunderstandings, such 
as “NOMA is based on allocating higher power 
to users with worse channel conditions. As such, 
cell-edge users receive more power in NOMA and 
due to this biased power allocation toward cell-
edge users inter-cell interference is more severe in 
NOMA compared to OMA. NOMA also compro-
mises security for spectral efficiency.” The above 
statements are actually false, and this article aims at 
identifying such common myths about NOMA and 
clarifying why they are not true. We also pose crit-
ical questions that are important for the effective 
adoption of NOMA in 5G and beyond and identify 
promising research directions for NOMA, which 
will require intense investigation in the future.

IntroductIon And bAckground
Multiple access techniques allow multiple users 
to share the same communication resource and 
lie at the heart of cellular communication systems 
[1]. Previous generations of cellular networks 
have adopted one or more of the following multi-
ple access methods:
• Frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
• Time division multiple access (TDMA)
• Code division multiple access (CDMA)
• Orthogonal frequency division multiple access 

(OFDMA)
• Space division multiple access (SDMA)
Despite their very different approach to sharing 
wireless resources, the above schemes have been 
designed with one common theme in mind: to 
generate orthogonal signals for different users at 
the receiver side. In particular, in OFDMA, which 
has been adopted in the fourth generation (4G) 
of cellular systems, users’ signals are orthogo-

nal in the frequency and/or time domains. One 
resource block (RB), which occupies 180 kHz in 
the 4G long-term evolution (LTE) standard, cannot 
be allocated to more than one user. Orthogonal-
ity of the physical (PHY) layer is the underlying 
design principle of today’s standards.

The insistence on orthogonality poses signifi-
cant challenges to 5G systems in which a massive 
number of devices1 with diverse data rate and 
latency requirements are to be connected in each 
cell. A large percentage of these connections are 
from devices that may only sporadically require 
transmission of very low-rate data. Allocating an 
entire RB to each of these connections is neither 
efficient nor feasible. The former is because such 
low-rate devices do not fully utilize the RB, and 
the latter is because the number and density of 
such devices are excessively high in 5G networks. 
In fact, one RB may be used to carry the data of 
many such low-rate devices.

As a potential multiple access technique for 5G 
and beyond networks, non-orthogonal multiple 
access (NOMA) has been proposed to address 
the above issue. The underlying concept is to serve 
more than one user in the same wireless resource, 
be it a time-slot in TDMA, a frequency band in 
FDMA (or a subcarrier in OFDMA), a spreading 
code in CDMA, or space in SDMA. Although 
NOMA can be realized in different ways, for exam-
ple, via the power, code, and other domains [1], 
this article focuses on power-domain NOMA in the 
downlink [3].

Apart from the ability to serve multiple devic-
es in one RB, which is particularly beneficial for 
addressing the increasing demand for massive 
machine type communication (mMTC), there are 
several other good reasons for using NOMA in 
5G and beyond. NOMA can improve spectral 
efficiency and user fairness. Grant-free NOMA in 
the uplink can reduce latency, signaling overhead, 
and terminal power consumption, particularly for 
light traffic. The combination of NOMA with other 
emerging technologies, such as massive multi-
ple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and millimeter 
wave communications, can effectively address the 
requirements for enhanced mobile broadband and 
mMTC.

Owing to the above benefits, NOMA has 
received significant attention in academia, indus-
try, and standardization bodies during the past few 
years. Nonetheless, there are several widespread 
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ACCEPTED FROM OPEN CALL myths and misunderstandings surrounding the 
basic NOMA concepts. In this overview article, we 
fi rst illustrate the NOMA principle with two users 
and then consider its extension to a more gener-
al setting with an arbitrary number of users in a 
multi-cell scenario. We use this theoretical basis 
to support our claims in the remainder of the arti-
cle where we present and discuss several myths 
and misunderstandings about NOMA concern-
ing resource allocation, interference management, 
and so on. Finally, we also pose questions that are 
critical for the successful adoption of NOMA in 
practice and discuss potential research challenges.

downlInk noMA bAsIcs: A reVIew
Downlink cellular communication is modeled by 
the broadcast channel (BC). The capacity region 
of the Gaussian BC is obtained via superposition 
coding at the base station (BS), as illustrated in 
Fig. 1, in which the codewords of two users are 
added up and one signal is transmitted to both 
users. Such a transmission is non-orthogonal since 
both users’ signals are transmitted at the same 
time and frequency. An alternative approach 
would be to divide time or frequency into two 
diff erent slots and let each user transmit its signal 
in one of those orthogonal slots without interfer-
ing with the other user. The resulting scheme is 
TDMA or FDMA and is referred to as OMA in this 
article. The achievable rate regions for NOMA 
(BC) and OMA are compared for the two-user 
case in Fig. 2. To gain more insight, we describe 
how these regions are obtained.

oMA
Two-User Single-Cell Network: For OMA, 

assuming a TDMA scheme where a fraction  of 
time (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is dedicated to user 1 and a frac-
tion τ ! 1− τ of time is dedicated to user 2, the 
users can achieve rates R1 = C(g1) and R2 = –C(g2),

respectively, where  C(x) ! 1
2
log2(1+ x), gi =|hi|2P

and hi are the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
and the channel gain for user i, i ∈ {1, 2}, respec-
tively, P is the BS transmit power, and the noise 
power is normalized to unity. 

K-User Single-Cell Network: The solution is 
very similar to the two-user case except that the 
available resource (time or frequency) is divid-
ed into K orthogonal resources and each user is 
assigned Rk = kC(gk), k = {1, 2, …, K}, k k =1.

K-User Multi-Cell Network: With diff erent fre-
quencies in the adjacent cells, the solution in each 
cell is similar to that for the K-user single-cell net-
work.

noMA
Two-User Single-Cell Network: NOMA 

enlarges OMA’s rate region by using superpo-
sition coding (SC) at the transmitter (BS) and 
successive interference cancellation (SIC) at 
the receiver. In particular, the BS allocates frac-
tions a, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, and α ! 1−α of its power P
to the signals of user 1 and user 2, respectively. 
For decoding, the user with the stronger chan-
nel uses SIC to cancel interference and decode 
its signal free of interference at a rate of R1 = 
1C(g1), whereas the user with the  weaker chan-
nel treats the other user’s signal as noise and 
decodes its own signal at a rate of 

R2 = C
αγ 2

αγ 2 +1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
.

By varying a from 0 to 1, any rate pair (R1, R2) 
on the boundary of the capacity region of the BC 
(NOMA) can be achieved. For each (R1, R2) on 
the boundary of the capacity region there is one 
and only one a such that aP and –aP are the opti-
mal powers for user 1 and user 2, respectively. 
Conversely, every a results in a rate pair on the 
boundary of the capacity region. 

The above discussion implies that NOMA 
can improve user fairness by efficient and flex-
ible resource allocation. While in OMA a user 
may not be served for a long time due to the 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of downlink NOMA via power domain multiplexing for 
two users (or user equipments (UEs), equivalently) with messages s1 and 
s2. Let h1 and h2 be the channel gains for user 1 (UE1) and user 2 (UE2), 
respectively. In this fi gure, and throughout this article, without loss of gener-
ality, it is assumed that |h1| ≥ |h2|.
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FIGURE 2. Achievable regions for two-user OMA and NOMA (downlink) with
h1 = 10 h2 = 5 and P = 40. Points A, B, C, D, and E on the boundary of the 

NOMA rate region are obtained for the specifi c values of a as shown in the 
fi gure (Table 1, too). The powers allocated to user 1 (the stronger user) and 
user 2 (the weaker user) are obtained as aP and –aP, respectively, as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1. 
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limited number of RBs, such a constraint does 
not apply to NOMA since, theoretically, NOMA 
can serve as many users as required in a single 
RB. In practice, only a few users may be served 
in one RB for complexity reasons. Neverthe-
less, NOMA increases the chance that a user 
is scheduled which, in turn, can improve user 
fairness. Additionally, since the BS can flexibly 
change the fraction of power allocated to each 
NOMA user, it can smoothly cope  with user 
fairness issues by increasing the power of the 
weaker user (the user with smaller channel gain) 
in order to increase its rate. Increasing the rate 
of such a user can be realized by maximizing the 
weighted sum rate R1 + mR2 where a weight m > 
1 is given to the weaker user. It is straightforward 
to prove that in the above maximization problem 
there exists an optimal power allocation a corre-
sponding to every m, and vice versa. Then, if user 
2 is weaker than user 1, setting m > 1 results in 
an a that improves user fairness while m < 1 will 
make the matter worse.

K-User Single-Cell Network: Similar to the 
two-user BC above, the most efficient way to trans-
mit K ≥ 2 users’ data in a given RB is to use SC at 
the BS and SIC decoding at the users. The order of 
SIC is obviously critical for optimal decoding (see 
[1], Chapter 5] for details).

Multi-Cell Network: If different frequencies 
are employed at the boundary of adjacent cells, 
the problem in each cell reduces to K-user sin-
gle-cell NOMA. However, if universal frequency 
reuse is used, the problem becomes much more 
involved, and capacity-achieving schemes are 
not known. The best achievable strategy for this 
multi-cell network (a.k.a. the interference chan-
nel) decodes part of the inter-cell interference 
(ICI) while treating the remaining part as noise, 
and is based on a combination of NOMA and 
OMA [1, Chapter 5].

MIMo-noMA
By creating spatial dimensions, multi-antenna 
systems open the door to SDMA where mul-
tiple users can communicate at the same time 
and frequency but in different beams (spaces). 
MIMO-NOMA overloads SDMA by allocating 
a group (cluster) of users to each beam and 
using SC-SIC within each group. The interfer-
ence between the clusters is managed by allo-
cating a different beam to each of the clusters.2 
MIMO-NOMA differs from multi-user MIMO in 
that a cluster of users, rather than just one user, 
share one spatial dimension. Hence, it can serve 
a larger number of users and paves the way for 
massive connectivity.

Myths And MIsunderstAndIngs About noMA
Although NOMA is grounded in a well estab-
lished theory, its literature has been subject to 
several widespread myths and misunderstandings. 
In this section, we inspect several such beliefs and 
explain why they are incorrect.

Myth 1: noMA AlwAys AllocAtes More Power to 
users wIth Poor chAnnels

There is a common misunderstanding that NOMA 
always allocates more power to users with poor 
channels. In the case of two-user NOMA, this 
implies that we should always allocate more power 
to the user with the weaker channel. Along the 
same line, in the case of NOMA with three or more 
users, many papers assume that power allocation 
should be in reverse order of the users’ channel 
gains; that is, the amount of power allocated to a 
user with a stronger channel is less than that of a 
user with a weaker channel. But should we always 
do so? In other words, does the user with the high-
er channel gain always get less power in NOMA? 
A myriad of papers assume this is always the case 
while the answer to these questions is “no” in gen-
eral.

As described earlier, power allocation depends 
on what point (rate pair) in the capacity region is 
being targeted, and depending on that specific 
point the amount of power allocated to the user 
with the weaker channel can be higher than, equal 
to, or less than that of the other user. That is, |h1| 
> |h2| alone does not imply a < 1/2; that is, we 
should not necessarily allocate less power to the 
user with the stronger channel.

Example 1: Assume |h1| = 10|h2| (equiva-
lently g1 = 100g2). As shown in Fig. 2, points B, 
C, and D on the capacity region are obtained for 
a = 0.025, a = 0.5, and a = 0.8, respectively. Con-
sequently, the power allocated to the strong user 
(aP) would be less than, equal to, and more than 
that of the weak user (–aP) if we are targeting to 
achieve points B, C, and D, respectively. Each point 
corresponds to a different rate pair (R1, R2). From 
Table 1, it is seen that the achievable sum rates 
(R1 + R2) for these points are 2.05, 3.62, and 3.77 
bps/Hz, respectively. This clearly shows that the 
sum rate increases by allocating more power to the 
stronger user. Indeed, if achievable sum rate is the 
only system performance metric, the stronger user 
must receive all power; that is, a = 1 is optimal.

Then, what is the reason for the common 
myth that power allocation in NOMA should be 
in reverse order of the users’ channel gains? The 
first answer to this question is that it is intuitive to 
assign more power to a user with a weaker channel 
to compensate for the higher channel loss. Such a 
mechanism, known as power control [4], has been 
adopted in 2G-4G cellular networks, particularly in 
the uplink. Power control is important for the effi-
cient and fair operation of cellular systems. This 
intuition leads to a more concrete answer to the 
above question. Allocating a higher power to users 
with weaker channels is motivated by supporting a 
certain quality of service (QoS) or improving user 
fairness. QoS is usually quantified by Ri ≥ ri where ri 
is the minimum required rate for user i. For weaker 
users, this “usually” implies allocating more power to 
compensate for the worse channel condition, but in 

TABLE 1. Achievable rates (bps/Hz) corresponding 
to the points marked in Fig. 2.

Point UEs served a R1 R2 Rsum

A Only UE2 0 0 0.79 0.79

B UE1 and UE2 0.025 1.29 0.76 2.05

C UE1 and UE2 0.5 3.33 0.29 3.62

D UE1 and UE2 0.8 3.67 0.10 3.77

E Only UE1 1 3.83 0 3.83

2 This is not, however, the the-
oretically optimal solution for 
the MIMO-BC. Interested read-
ers may refer to [1, chapter 5].

The interference 
between the clusters is 
managed by allocating 
a different beam to 
each of the clusters. 
MIMO-NOMA differs 
from multi-user MIMO 
in that a cluster of 
users, rather than just 
one user, share one 
spatial dimension. 
Hence, it can serve a 
larger number of users 
and paves the way for 
massive connectivity.
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general it depends on the value of ri, the minimum 
required rate. As an example, for r1 = 1 and r2 = 0.1, 
any a ∈ [0.015  0.9] is acceptable in Fig. 2. Clearly 
then, it is not necessary to allocate a higher power 
to the weaker user, as any a ∈ (0.5  0.9] satisfies the 
QoS requirements while giving less power to the 
weaker user. In contrast, user fairness “commonly” 
improves if more power is allocated to the weaker 
user. An example of this is moving from D to B in 
Fig. 2, which is equivalent to increasing the weaker 
user’s power from 0.2 P to 0.975 P. This, howev-
er, does not imply that allocating more power to 
the weak user is better in terms of fairness. A vivid 
example of this is a = 0, which is an extremely unfair 
power allocation in view of user fairness.

In short, NOMA per se does not imply allo-
cating a higher power to the user with the worse 
channel. Power allocation depends on the targeted 
point on the capacity region of the users scheduled 
in one cluster.

Myth 2: the sIc decodIng order In noMA 
VArIes wIth Power AllocAtIon

We know that the stronger user first decodes the 
weaker user’s signal and next it decodes its own 
signal after cancelling the interference (i.e., the sig-
nal of the weak user). Obviously, the order of SIC 
is crucial for achieving the capacity region. One 
might, however, think power allocation affects the 
order of decoding. Let P1 ! αP and P2 ! αP  be 
the powers allocated to user 1 and user 2, respec-
tively, and suppose that |h1| ≥ |h2|. The question 
is whether the value of a affects the order of SIC 
decoding at the receivers?

The answer to this question is “no.” The order 
of SIC decoding merely depends on the order of 
SNR at the receivers (gi = |hi|2P), or equivalently, 
the magnitude of the channel gains. More specif-
ically, with |h1| ≥ |h2|, to achieve the capacity 
region, regardless of the amount of power allo-
cated to the users, user 1 needs to decode user 
2’s signal first, and apply SIC to decode its own 
message free of interference. Further, user 2 has 
to treat user 1’s signal as noise when decoding its 
own message. This decoding (and SIC order) is 
optimal for any a, including a < 1/2, and even in 
the extreme case where a = 0 (P1 = 0).

Misinterpretation of the SNR at the receiv-
ers could be a possible reason for the myth that 
“power allocation can affect the order of SIC 
decoding.” Specifically, at first glance, one might 
think the SNR at user 1 and user 2 is |h1|2aP and 
|h2|2–aP, respectively. This is, however, wrong 
because both users receive one superimposed sig-
nal whose power is P, which results in |h1|2P and 
|h2|2P as SNR at user 1 and user 2, respectively. 
This result extends to the case of K, K > 2, users; 
that is, in K-user NOMA (K-user BC), power alloca-
tion does not affect the SIC order, and the optimal 
decoding in general.

Myth 3: Although the weAk user does not use sIc, 
the IMPAct of Interference Is sMAll due to  

Power AllocAtIon
This misunderstanding is based on two incorrect 
assumptions. First, it is assumed that NOMA nec-
essarily allocates a higher power to the weaker 
user, which is not, however, correct as elaborated 

in Myth 1. Second, even when the power alloca-
tion is very biased toward the weak user (a << 0.5), 
the effect of inter-user interference (caused by the 
strong user’s signal) may not be small depending 
on the value of g2 = |h2|2P. The term ag2 in 

R2 = C
αγ 2

αγ 2 +1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟  

will be negligible when ag2 <≈ 0.1. At g2 = 10 dB, 
for example, this will be true only for an extremely 
biased power allocation (a <≈ 0.01). Such a power 
allocation is usually very inefficient in terms of 
sum rate because it is allotting a tiny fraction of 
the power (less than 1 percent) to the strong user 
which contributes most to the achievable sum 
rate. That is, with a → 0 we sacrifice sum rate, 
unless |h1| ≈ |h2|. On the other hand, if g2 is 
very small (g2 <≈ 0.1), we will have 

R2 = C
αγ 2

αγ 2 +1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
≈ C(αγ 2 )

 
even if a → 1. Hence, in this case, inter-user inter-
ference will be negligible regardless of power allo-
cation.

Myth 4: the MAIn reAson for usIng noMA Is to 
IMProVe sPectrAl effIcIency

The authors believe that the main driver for appli-
cation of NOMA in future communication systems 
is its potential to accommodate a massive number 
of users rather than spectral efficiency consider-
ations. Although NOMA can also enhance the 
spectral efficiency (Fig. 2), this gain vanishes when 
the users have similar channel gains. In the follow-
ing example, we illustrate why spectral efficiency 
is not the main reason for adopting NOMA.

Example 2: Assume that two users are to be 
served but only one RB is available. Using the 
parameter values listed in the caption of Fig. 2, 
we compare the achievable rates for the following 
three scenarios: 
• a = 1 ⇒ only user 1 is served (OMA)
• a = 0 ⇒ only user 2 is served (OMA) 
• a ∈ (0, 1) ⇒ both users are served (NOMA) 

From Table 1, it is seen that the sum rate is max-
imized when all power is allocated to UE1, which 
implies an OMA scheme since only one user has 
non-zero power. That is, OMA achieves a higher 
sum rate than NOMA. This is not surprising as UE1 
has a stronger channel than UE2 (|h1| = 10|h2|) 
and it is intuitive to allocate all power to UE1 if the 
goal is to maximize the sum rate. Since the achiev-
able sum rate (network capacity from the mobile 
operators’ point of view) is an important metric for 
spectral efficiency, it is clear that NOMA is not as 
efficient as OMA in this sense.

This example indicates that spectral efficiency 
(if measured by sum rate) cannot be the only, or 
main, reason for adopting NOMA. Instead, the 
main motivation is to increase the number of users 
served with a limited number of RBs. Nonetheless, 
when other metrics such as user fairness and QoS 
(and weighted sum rate in general) are considered, 
OMA is not advantageous in general and NOMA 
is the better solution. Therefore, by allowing both 
users (and in general K users) to share one RB, 
NOMA sacrifices sum rate to increase the number 
of users or to improve QoS and user fairness.

The authors believe 
that the main driver for 
application of NOMA 

in future communi-
cation systems is its 
potential to accom-

modate a massive 
number of users rather 

than spectral efficien-
cy considerations. 
Although NOMA 

can also enhance the 
spectral efficiency, this 

gain vanishes when 
the users have similar 

channel gains.
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Myth 5: IcI Is More seVere In 
noMA-bAsed networks due to the 

bIAsed Power AllocAtIon towArd cell-edge uses
When a user is moving far away from the BS, 
its signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) 
generally reduces mainly for two reasons: the 
received signal power becomes lower due to 
attenuation, and the interference power from the 
adjacent cells, or ICI becomes higher because the 
user gets closer to an adjacent BS. ICI arises due 
to simultaneous transmissions over the same fre-
quency in adjacent cells. With universal frequency 
reuse in recent cellular networks, cell-edge users 
usually suffer from worse QoS due to ICI. This, 
in turn, reduces the overall system spectrum effi  -
ciency.

Intuitively, ICI is negatively aff ected by increas-
ing the signal transmission power for cell-edge 
users. Because of this, there is a misunderstanding 
that ICI is more severe in NOMA-based networks 
due to biased power allocation toward cell edge 
users. However, both NOMA users (in general, 
all users in the same cluster) receive one superim-
posed signal whose power is P,3 as described in 
Myth 2. That is, cell-edge users receive the same 
power in NOMA and OMA, and ICI is not aff ected 
by the power allocation to the individual users.

Myth 6: noMA Is not coMPAtIble wIth ffr
The basic idea behind fractional frequency reuse 
(FFR) is to allocate diff erent (orthogonal) frequen-
cies to the cell-edge regions of adjacent cells 
while allocating the same frequency band to the 
cell-interior regions of all cells, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Hence, with FFR, cell-interior and cell-edge users 
utilize diff erent frequency bands in each cell. On 
the other hand, the canonical example of NOMA 
is to pair cell-interior and cell-edge users on the 
same frequency band to maximize the gain over 
OMA. These two concepts seem to be clashing. 
The former orthogonalizes the bandwidths allo-
cated to cell-interior and cell-edge users whereas 
the latter tries to avoid orthogonalization for its 

suboptimality. Because of this and the fact that 
FFR is an effective ICI management technique 
in LTE networks, some researchers are skeptical 
about using NOMA in multi-cell networks.

Clearly, pairing cell-interior and cell-edge users 
in the cell-interior band contradicts the definition 
of FFR, as otherwise the same frequencies would 
be used universally in the cell-edge region of all 
cells. In contrast, we can pair cell-interior and cell-
edge users in the cell-edge band as a solution to 
combine NOMA and FFR (Fig. 3c). This implies 
that a higher number of users will share the cell-
edge band and requires a larger fraction of the 
total bandwidth for the cell-edge bands. Another 
solution is to pair cell-interior users together and 
cell-edge users together, each in their own bands. 
Those users are very likely to have similar channel 
gains due to their comparable distance from the 
BS. Then, the spectral efficiency of NOMA, com-
pared to OMA, reduces. To overcome this, sched-
uling becomes important and other techniques can 
be applied (see Myth 9).

Myth 7: the decodIng coMPleXIty of noMA Is 
ProhIbItIVely hIgh for ues

Rooted in the BC theory, the basic idea behind 
NOMA is not particularly new; it was established 
several decades ago. One main reason that this 
concept has not been used in practice is the 
fact that UEs have had limited processing power 
making interference cancellation prohibitively 
complex. However, recent advances have made 
the implementation of interference cancellation 
at UEs practical. For example, in 3GPP LTE-A, a 
category of relatively advanced UEs, known as 
network-assisted interference cancellation and 
suppression (NAICS) terminals, has been adopted 
to mitigate interference in multi-cell networks [5]. 
NAICS leverages UEs’ interference cancellation 
capability to improve cell-edge users’ and conse-
quently system throughput. Recent experimental 
trials of NOMA [1, chapter 18] have shown that 
the complexity of NOMA is within the capabilities 

FIGURE 3. Universal and fractional frequency reuse in a network with total available bandwidth W. a) Universal frequency reuse 
where the same (total) bandwidth is used in all cells. This causes severe ICI at the cell-edge regions as shown in the fi gure. b) FFR 
where the total bandwidth W is divided into four subbands: the same frequency (f) is used in all cell-centers while cell-edge regions 
in diff erent cells use diff erent frequencies (f1, f2, and f3) to avoid ICI. c) An example of NOMA-FFR in which f1, f2, and f3 are used 
both at the cell-edge and cell-center to help pair NOMA users with diff erent channel gains while the same f is use at the cell-center 
regions to increase the reuse factor.
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of current user terminals. In fact, the processing 
capabilities of UEs has steadily improved through-
out the years.4 In light of this and the previous 
experience with NAICS, current and new gen-
erations of UEs are/will be capable of decoding 
NOMA.

In contrast to much advanced UEs, for simple 
devices, for example, low-cost IoT devices, interfer-
ence cancellation is still very challenging. One pos-
sible solution for applying NOMA in IoT networks 
is to schedule (pair) IoT devices with advanced 
UEs, where SIC is performed at the UE and the IoT 
device treats interference as noise. We may also 
group two or more IoT devices together and let 
all treat interference as noise. This will increase the 
number of users for given resources at the expense 
of spectral efficiency and simplicity of decoding. It 
may still be acceptable as data rate requirements 
for IoT users is usually very low.

Myth 8: sIc error ProPAgAtIon  
MAkes noMA InVIAble

Receiving multiple interfering users signals is not 
a new concept in cellular communications and 
most recent cellular systems have been dealing 
with this issue [6] due to the application of univer-
sal frequency reuse. CDMA receivers in 3G and 
NAICS UEs in 4G are notable examples of this. 
Although the SIC used in those settings is different 
from that in downlink NOMA, there is genuine 
hope for widespread use of multi-user receivers 
and NOMA, at least under certain conditions.

In light of recent research, experimental results, 
and practical developments in various settings (see, 
for example, [1, 6–8]), today it is known that imple-
mentation of SIC with today’s technology is pos-
sible, and SIC has been employed in commercial 
systems, such as CDMA and IEEE 802.15.4. Fur-
ther, using stochastic geometry in random wireless 
networks, in [7] it is shown that SIC is highly bene-
ficial with very low-rate codes and in environments 
where path loss is high. Similarly, [8] shows that 
channel disparity between the near and far users 
is important for successful decoding. Experimental 
results using universal software radio peripheral 
(USRP) hardware boards in [8] confirm the feasi-
bility of SC-SIC in the two-user case. Appropriate 
channel and systems parameters such as channel 
disparity, modulation type, and power allocation 
are, however, crucial for successful operation.

Myth 9: noMA users  
Must hAVe dIfferent chAnnel gAIns

This statement is not correct and NOMA users 
can even have exactly the same channel gains. 
However, with similar channel gains the spectral 
efficiency benefits of NOMA, compared to OMA, 
diminish, and for |h1| = |h2| the NOMA rate 
region in Fig. 2 becomes the same as the OMA 
rate region. However, recall from Myth 4 that 
spectral efficiency is not the main reason for using 
NOMA. Further, there are other solutions to over-
come this. In MIMO-NOMA, even if the users’ 
channel gains are similar, we can design the pre-
coding matrix at the BS to degrade the effective 
channel gain of one user while enhancing that of 
the other user concurrently [9]. More sophisticat-
ed power allocation strategies, for example, cog-

nitive radio power allocation [10], can be used 
to strictly guarantee the users’ QoS requirements, 
even if they have similar channel gains.

Myth 10: noMA coMProMIses securIty And PrIVAcy
Since stronger users are capable of decoding the 
weaker users’ signal in NOMA, one might think 
that the security and privacy of weaker users 
are compromised. But this can even happen in 
OMA due to the broadcast nature of the wire-
less channel. On the other hand, being able to 
decode a user’s signal at the PHY layer does not 
imply decoding its message. There are upper-lay-
er security measures to prevent this, for example, 
scrambling bits based on a UE-specific code called 
cell-radio network temporary identifier (C-RNTI). 
Even when C-RNTI is needed to be shared with 
other UEs, other encryption-based solutions can 
be used to avoid security/privacy issues [5]. Finally, 
physical layer security can guarantee security for 
NOMA (BC) even in the PHY layer [1, chapter 5].

crItIcAl QuestIons And future of noMA
The important remaining challenges for NOMA 
are not theoretical, but rather related to system 
design and implementation, as will be detailed 
below.

whAt benefIts does noMA offer under  
PrActIcAl condItIons?

The canonical NOMA problem, illustrated in Fig. 1, 
relies on several assumptions: there are only two 
users in each cluster, the channel state informa-
tion (CSI) is known at the BS and the users, SIC 
can be performed perfectly, and user scheduling 
(clustering) is based on the users’ CSI. Although 
an increasing number of papers are pushing 
NOMA research ahead by going beyond those 
assumptions, still the majority of papers on 
NOMA, even those considering imperfect CSI, 
assume SIC can be performed perfectly and thus 
error propagation is negligible. A relevant ques-
tion is then to what extent such imperfections 
affect the performance of NOMA, particularly 
when several users are clustered together. More 
specifically, can NOMA support several users in 
one OFDM RB in an efficient manner? Therefore, 
a critical question is: Can NOMA work efficiently in 
practical cellular networks?

Motivated by the above question, several 
research groups have proposed methods and con-
ducted experiments to evaluate the performance 
of NOMA under realistic conditions. A notable 
example is the recent experimental trials on NOMA 
elaborated in [1, Chapter 18]. This work assesses 
the link-level performance of a 2  2 MIMO-NO-
MA system with different types of receivers in both 
indoor and outdoor environments. To achieve a 
block error rate of 10–1, the SNR gap between the 
experimental and simulation-based results is within 
0.8 dB, as shown in [1, Fig. 18.8].

In academia, there has been a sensible move 
ment toward NOMA research with more realistic 
assumptions. As an example, the impact of imper-
fect SIC due to imperfect CSI has recently been 
investigated in [11], and it is shown that imperfect 
SIC significantly degrades performance. However, 
[8] shows that although imperfect SIC can largely 
degrade the performance of multi-user detection, 
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processing power doubles 
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with well-designed codes, SC can still provide high-
er rates compared to OMA. More comprehensive 
studies are required to better understand the effect 
of different types of imperfect CSI on the perfor-
mance of NOMA-based systems.

It is important to investigate, for example, using 
tools from stochastic geometry [7], NOMA gains 
in large-scale wireless networks under practically 
relevant assumptions. From [7], it is known that 
SIC is beneficial only for very low-rate codes, and 
successful decoding exponentially decreases with 
the number of users if high-rate codes are used. 
It is of great importance to understand the per-
formance limits and benefits of NOMA in realistic 
settings (e.g., the effective number of users that 
can be clustered together) in terms of CSI and net-
work size.

cAn noMA benefIt froM  
MAchIne leArnIng And deeP leArnIng?

Machine learning (ML) provides a data-driven 
approach to learn information and solve tradi-
tionally challenging problems without relying on 
predetermined models and equations.

An emergent subfield of ML, namely deep learn-
ing (DL), has seen tremendous growth in recent 
years, and is being applied to almost every industry 
and research area, including different fields within 
communications, thanks to recent powerful DL soft-
ware libraries and specialized hardware [12].

The viability of learning technologies, deep or 
shallow, in the field of communications has been 
confirmed by many independent research works. 
Notably, several works have recently used ML/
DL for beamforming and power allocation. DL is 
also being applied to various NOMA problems 
such as encoding/decoding in uplink and downlink 
[13–15].

Given that the complexity of NOMA clustering 
and power allocation grows exponentially with the 
number of users, and cellular networks are natural-
ly dynamic in terms of topology and scheduling, it 
is of great interest to use learning-based approach-
es for user clustering, power allocation, and beam-
forming in the case of MIMO-NOMA systems. 
But the critical question is: Can learning-based 
approaches work effectively in dynamic networks 
with rapidly varying CSI?

To see the challenge, note that ML algorithms 
try to find data patterns to help make near-optimal 
decisions. Since wireless channels can change as fast 
as every few milliseconds and the network topolo-
gy is naturally very dynamic (mobile), learning the 
network and resource allocation via deep neural 
networks appears to be challenging but is an inter-
esting research field. The applications of DL/ML in 
NOMA-based systems, particularly in the downlink, 
is in its infancy. A comprehensive review of recent 
works in this emerging field can be found in [15].
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